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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the basic tools in the theory of Riesz spaces (vector lattices) is 
Freudenthal’s spectral theorem (see [lo], Theorem 40.2). Essentially this 
theorem states that if L is a Riesz space with the principal projection property 
(in particular, if L is Dedekind complete) and if 0 I u ce in L, then u can be 
approximated by linear combinations of components of e. Recall that an 
element p in L is called a component of e whenever inf @, e-p) =O. Many 
interesting applications of Freudenthal’s spectral theorem can be found in [7]. 
It is of some interest, therefore, to study the components of positive operators. 
We assume that L and A4 are Dedekind complete Riesz spaces and we denote 
by &(L,M) the Dedekind complete Riesz space of all order bounded linear 
operators from L into M. For any 0 I TE 2$(L,M) let .G$ be the complete 
Boolean algebra of components of T. Obviously, operators of the form QTP, 
where P and Q are order projections in L and M respectively, are components 
of T. Components of this form will be called elementary components of T, and 
finite suprema of elementary components will be called simple components. 
The collection &r of all simple components of T is a subalgebra of ~8~. Except 
for some special operators (e.g. if T is a so-called Maharam operator; see e.g. 
[7], Chapter IV, section 3) not all components of an operator Tare simple. By 
* Work on this paper was made possible by a Nato-Science Fellowship from the Netherlands 
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way of example, if T is an integral operator from &([O, 11) into itself, then it is 
clear that s9r# 9r. However, in this case it is easy to see that the o-algebra 
generated by &r in 9+ is equal to the whole of 9r. 
It is therefore a natural question to ask whether in general .%?r is generated, in 
some sense, by the subalgebra &. This problem gets a complete answer in 
Theorem 3.10, the main theorem of the present paper. It is shown that the 
complete Boolean algebra generated by &r in %?r is equal to @r, and that in fact 
.@r can be obtained from dr by an ‘up-down process’, which terminates after at 
most three steps. 
In section 4, we present some applications of Theorem 3.10 to the theory of 
positive operators on Banach lattices. In particular we show that if L and Mare 
Dedekind complete Banach lattices with L* and A4 having order continuous 
norms, and if 05s~ Tin &(L,M) with Tcompact, then SE(T)- (where (T)- 
denotes the closure with respect to the r-norm of the set of all operators of the 
form Cy=r KTUi, Vie 5$(L), FE Yb(M), i= 1 , . . . , n). This implies in particular 
that the operator S is likewise compact in this situation (a result of P.G. Dodds 
and D.H. Fremlin, [5]). Furthermore, an analogous result is proved for 
Dunford-Pettis operators, solving a problem posed by C.D. Aliprantis and 0. 
Burkinshaw in [3]. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to W.A.J. Luxemburg for his 
valuable suggestions and the stimulating discussions on the subject of this 
paper. 
For the terminology and notations used and for the general theory of Riesz 
spaces we refer to [l], [lo] and [12]. If L and Mare Riesz spaces such that Mis 
Dedekind complete, then Yb(L,M) denotes the Dedekind complete Riesz space 
of all order bounded linear operators from L into M. The band in 5$&M) 
consisting of all order continuous operators is denoted by &(L,M). For any 
Riesz space L we denote the order dual by L-, i.e., L- = .!Zjj(L, IR). Furthermore, 
the band in L- consisting of all order continuous linear functionals is denoted 
by L;. For properties of the Boolean algebra g(L) of order projections in a 
Riesz space L we refer to [lo], section 30. 
2. ELEMENTARY AND SIMPLE COMPONENTS 
Throughout this section L and M will denote Dedekind complete Riesz 
spaces. We denote by O(L) and 9(M) the Boolean algebras of order pro- 
jections in L and M respectively. For any 0 I TE y6(L, M) let @r be the Boolean 
algebra of components of T. The next lemma provides us with an important 
collection of components of T. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 0 I TE 5$(L,M) be given. If PE g(L), then TP is a 
component of T, and the mapping P- TP is a Boolean homomorphism from 
9(L) into C&. 
Similarly, QT is a component of T for each QE 9(M) and the mapping 
Q - QT is a Boolean homomorphism from O(M) into g=. 
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PROOF. Take P E 99(L) and define a(s) = SP for all SE Y*(L, M). Clearly 9 is 
an order projection in Yb(L,M) and therefore TP= 9((T) is a component of T. 
Now let PI, P2 E 9(L) be given. We claim that (TP,)v(TP2) = T(P,vP,). 
Indeed, define the order projections 3 (i= 1,2) in Yb(L,M) by 9$(S) = SPi for 
all SE Yb(L, M). Then 
(see [lo], Theorem 30.1). Similarly it is proved that (TP,)r\( TP2) = T(P, AP,), 
which concludes the proof of the first part of the lemma. The proof of the 
second part is similar. 
It follows immediately from the above lemma that QTP is a component of 
T for all PE 9(L) and Q E 9’(M). Observe that Qr TP, I Q2 TP2 for all 
PI, P2 E .9?(L) and Q1, Q2 E g’(M) with P, I Pz or Q1 I Q2. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0 I TE Yb(L, M) be given. 
(i) A component of T which is of the form QTP with PE g(L) and 
Q E 9(M) will be called an elementary component. 
(ii) Any finite supremum of elementary components of T will be called a 
simple component. 
The proof of the next lemma is routine and is therefore omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3. Any simple component of T can be written as a supremum of 
finitely many disjoint elementary components (and hence as a finite sum of 
disjoint elementary components). 
One of the main purposes of the present paper is to show that the elementary 
components of T serve as the building blocks of all components of T. The col- 
lection of all simple components of T is denoted by -ppT. Using Lemma 2.1 it is 
easily seen that &r is a subalgebra of 9r. 
We end this section with the introduction of notations which will be con- 
venient later on. Let .?J be a Boolean algebra and X a sublattice of 3. 
(i) X’” = (b E 9: there exist x,, E X (n = 1,2, . . .) such that x,?b}. Then XTw is 
a sublattice of g and the elements of XT” are called the o-elements with respect 
to X in .%?. Similarly we define X’O, the collection of all d-elements with respect 
to X in %7. 
The elements in XTolw will be called the as-elements with respect to X. 
(ii) X7 = {b E 9% there exist x, E X, (r E {a}, such that x,fb} . Then Xt is a 
sublattice of ~$9 and the elements of Xt are called the upper elements with 
respect to X in 9. Similarly we define the sublattice X1 consisting of all lower 
elements with respect to X. 
For any 0 I TE Yb(L,M) we call the elements of tip the a-components of T, 
and the elements of .&plw are called the ad-components of T. 
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3.THESTRUCTUREOF f$ 
First we recall some facts about signed measures on Boolean algebras. Let $8 
be a a-complete Boolean algebra. A mapping p from g into the real numbers is 
called a signed measure if ~(sup,, b,) = C ,“- 1 I for any disjoint sequence 
{b, : n = 1,2, . . .} in &?. The vector space of all signed measures on g is denoted 
by -k*( 6@), which is partially ordered by defining that p I v means that p(b) 5 v(b) 
holds for all b E 9. In the next proposition we collect some of the properties of 
the space J(g). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) A( S7) is a Dedekind complete Riesz space with 
(@v)(b) = sup {p(a) + v(b - a) : a E 97, a 5 b} 
(pAv)(b) = inf {p(a) + v(b - a) : a E 9?, a 5 b) 
for all p, v E A( ~8) and for all b E g. 
(ii) (Hahn decomposition) If OS~, VE A(9). then pl\v=O iff there exists 
a E 9 such that ,u(a) = 0 and v(ac) = 0. 
(iii) Let 0 up E A( 9’) be given. Then v is a component of p iff there exists 
a E 9 such that v = pU (where pu,(b) = p(bAa) for al/ b E g). The element a is 
determined module p-null elements. 
(iv) Suppose that d is a subalgebra of Bssuch that the a-algebra generated 
by d is the whole of 9. Then for each b E S? there exists a ad-element a with 
respect to d such that b I a and p(a - b) = 0. 
The proofs of(i), (ii), and (iii) in the above proposition are analogous to the 
proofs of the corresponding statements for signed measures defined on o- 
algebras of sets (see e.g. [14], Exercise 43.1 for (ii) and [lo], Examples 25.3 and 
41.1 for (i) and (iii)). Statement (iv) is easily proved by showing that the set of 
all b E g for which there exist os-elements al, a2 such that b I al, bC ra2 and 
p(al - b) =p(a2 - bC) = 0, is a a-complete subalgebra of g. 
Let L and M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces. We first assume that there 
exists a strictly positive order continuous linear functional 9. on h4. Note that 
9. is a weak order unit in h4;. For each QE 6.8(M) we define (PQ EM; by 
pQ(f) = 9(Qs) for all f E M. Clearly, bpQ is a component of vlo. Moreover, each 
component of 9. is of the form 9Q with QE O(M) (see [9], section 27). Note 
that pQ, 194 iff Q, Q, = 0. If 0 ceo L and PE B(L), then Pe is denoted by ep. 
Let 01 TE 5$&M) be given and denote as before the Boolean algebra of 
components of T by .%Yr, whereas &r is the subalgebra consisting of all simple 
components. Let %r be the a-algebra generated by .+ in %?r. Fix 0 I e E L for a 
moment and define le(S) = boo(Se) for all SE !$. Clearly le is a positive measure 
on .%‘r. Note that ne(S) = 0 iff S= 0 on I,, where 1, denotes the order ideal in L 
generated by e. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that ng is a component of le iff 
there exists To E @r such that L:(S) = Ae(S~To) for all SE gr. For an elementary 
component S = QTP (with PE G?(L) and Q E B(M)) we ‘have QTPAT~ = 
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={QToP+Q(T-To)P}~To=QToPI\To=QToP and hence At(QTP)= 
= AYQTop) = %(QWe) = pQ(TOeP)- 
For any I E A( gr) we denote the restriction to 4Vr by X. Clearly XE A( qr). 
We will show that the restriction to %r of a component of Ae is a component of 
1’ (Corollary 3.4). We first need a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Take To E z&and let AZ be the corresponding component of Le. If 
0 sp I 18 in A( @), then there exists a unique linear mapping S from I, into M 
such that 0 I S I To on I, and p(QTP) = dpQ(sep) for all P E g(L) and Q E 9(M). 
PROOF. Let Y(A4;) denote the Riesz subspace of IV; consisting of all 
elements of the form o= Cy= i ajpQi, where Q; E g(M) and aIE iR (i= 1, . . . . n). 
Take PE 9?(L) and put 
for all cr = C j’= i oipQi in Y(A4;). It is routine to show that QP is a well-defined 
positive linear functional on Y(A4;). Observe that for any 0 5 Q E Y(A4;) we 
have 
0~ @P(Q)= i W4QiTf’)~ i aJ%QiTP)= ji, a~gPQi(~ep)=(Toed(a), 
i=l i=l 
considering Toep as a linear functional on M,.-. Hence, if we consider To+ as 
a linear functional on ML, then 01 @ps Toep on Y(M,-). Since Toep is order 
continuous and since, by Freudenthal’s spectral theorem, Y(A4;) is order dense 
in ML, it follows that QP has a unique extension to an order continuous 
positive linear functional on M;, which is denoted by @+ again. Then 
0 I 4$ I Toep holds in (ML);. Since A4 is Dedekind complete, M is an ideal in 
(MC); (see [9], section 28) and hence @EM. 
In like manner, let file) be the set of all elements t in L which are of the form 
t= Cy=r a;‘epi (oiE lR,PiE g(L), i= 1, . . ..n). For any such t define 
St= i f&@pi. 
i=l 
Then S is a well-defined positive linear mapping from y(Z,) into A4 which 
satisfies 0 ISI To. Since Y(&) is uniformly dense in Z, (again Freudenthal’s 
spectral theorem), S has a unique extension to a positive linear mapping from 1, 
into M, which we call S again. Clearly 0 ISI To on Z,. Note that in general S 
cannot be extended to the band {e}dd. 
For each PE .4?(L) and QE 9(M) we have pQ(sej3) = (&$)(pQ) = @P(pQ) = 
=,u(QTP). Finally, suppose that Si is a positive linear mapping from Z, into M 
such that qQ(&+)=p(QTP) for all PE 9(L) and QE B(M). Then qQ(s+)= 
= pQ(Srep) for all P E .%7(L), Q E g(M), which implies that Se,,= Slep for all 
PE g(L). Hence S= Si on file), and so, since Y(Z,) is uniformly dense in I,, 
S= Si on Z,. Therefore S is unique. 
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COROLLARY 3.3. Take T,, T2 E &such that T, AT = 0 and let A; and As be the 
corresponding components of A’ in &( %$-). Then Xy/\Ig = 0 in A( VT). 
PROOF. Suppose OI~I~/\~ in yk*(GYr). By the above lemma, there exist 
linear mappings Si (i= 1,2) from I, into M such that 0 lSi< Ti on Z, and 
pe(Siep) =p(QTP) for all PE 97(L) and Q E g(M). The uniqueness property in 
the above lemma now shows that Sr = S,. Since Tl A T2 = 0 in Yb(L, M) implies 
that the restrictions of Tl and T2 are likewise disjoint, it follows that St = & = 0. 
Therefore p(QTP) = 0 for all PE 9?(L) and Q E 9(M), and so ZI= 0 on dr. Since 
VT is the a-algebra generated by &, this implies that ,u =O on y/T. Hence 
IsfALg=O in J(4YT). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf To is a component of T and A$ is the corresponding 
component of le in &(4$), then 1: is a component of 1’ in d(G+). 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf To is a component of T, then there exists a as-component 
Se of Tsuch that ne(SATO) = Le(SASe) for all SE WT. 
PROOF. Let n; be the component of Ae corresponding to To, then Xg is a 
component of 1’. Hence, by Proposition 3.1 (iii), there exists Se E VT such that 
X:(S) = X~(SAS~) for all SE WT. Since Se is determined modulo Xe-null elements, 
it follows from Proposition 3.1 (iv) (applied to g= 4YT and &= &) that Se can 
be chosen to be a ad-component of T. 
We thus have proved that if To is a component of T, then for any Ole~ L 
there exists a oa-component Se of T such that ne(Sl\TO) = Ae(Sl\Se) for all SE y/T. 
Let Tom 97r now be fixed. 
LEMMA 3.6. For each Ose~ L we have Se = To on Z,, 
PROOF. For any elementary component QTP (with PE B(L) and QE g(M)) 
we have Ae(QTP~To) = Ae(QTPl\Se), i.e., Ae(QToP) = Ae(QSeP). Hence 
qQ(TOep) = pe(Seep) for all PE 97(L) and QE 97(M), which implies that 
Tof = Sef for all f l Z, (by an argument similar to the one used at the end of the 
proof of Lemma 3.2). 
For each OleEL we now define Se= inf (9”: WEL, wze}, where the 
infimum is taken in the Boolean algebra + 
LEMMA 3 .l. For each 0 I e E L we have Se I To and S,f = T&for all f E Z,. 
PROOF. Take Osf E L and put w = evf. Then wle, so S,lS” and S”f = T&. 
Therefore S,f 5 Taf and hence Se 5 To in &. Furthermore, since 
{S W’A...ASW” : WiEL, Wire (i= 1, . . . . n), nE tN}lS,, 
we have for all OsfczL that (swlA...Aswn)f~sef. Now take OsfcsZ, and 
WI, --*, w,, re in L. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that SW* = . . . = Swn= To on Z,, 
which implies that (SWIA...ASWn)f = Tof. Hence S,f = Tof. 
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The next lemma shows that we can recover the component To from the 
components S, (0 5 e E L). 
LEMMA 3.8. To= sup (S,: OleEL} in &. 
PROOF. By Lemma 3.7 we already have that $5 To for all 0 SeE L. Now 
suppose that R E 5?r is such that S, I R for all 0 I e E L. Then S,(e) 5 R(e) and by 
the above lemma Se(e) = To(e). Hence To(e) sR(e) for all Ole~ L, so T,IR. 
Therefore S,t To in gr. 
Collecting the above results we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces such that 
there exists a strictly positive order continuous linear functional on M. For any 
0 I TE Yb(L, M) we then have 
!&= .s5pT. 
PROOF. Take any To E !4+. As we have seen above, for each Ole~ L the 
component Se of T is a ad-component, i.e., Set cd21U. It follows immediately 
from the definition of S, that 
for all OreeL. Now it follows from Lemma 3.8 that T,E .zY$~‘~. 
Now we shall show that in the above proposition the condition of the 
existence of a strictly positive order continuous linear functional on M can be 
weakened to the requirement that ‘(ML) = (0). To this end let L and M be 
Dedekind complete Riesz spaces with 1 (M;) = {0}, i.e., the order continuous 
linear functionals on M separate the points of M. Let {p,} be a maximal 
disjoint system in M; and let C, be the carrier of pr (see e.g. [9], section 27). 
The order projection in M onto C, is denoted by Q,. It follows easily from 
‘(ML) = { 0) that sup* Q, = I. Take 0 I TE &(L, M) and let To be a component 
of T. Since To = supr Q,To in gr, it is sufficient to prove that Q, To E &plt for 
each r. Since Q,T is an elementary component of T it suffices to show that 
QT 7’0 E [-$r~lTolt. For this purpose we may consider Q, T and Q, To as mappings 
from L into C,, because C, is a projection band in M. Since v, is strictly positive 
on C,, the result now follows from Proposition 3.9. 
We thus have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces with 
l(M;) = (0). Then 
twit .@‘T = ,53+ 
for all 0~ TE Yb(L,M). 
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Finally we shall say a few words about the special case that T is an order 
continuous linear operator. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces 
and assume first that L has a weak order unit e and that there exists a strictly 
positive order continuous linear functional p. on M. The measure Iz on .@r 
defined by n(S) = po(Se) for all SE ?&, is strictly positive. Now it follows from 
Theorem 3.10 that .%?r is the a-algebra generated by &r. By Proposition 3.1 (iv), 
for each component To of T there exists a as-component So of T such that 
To I So and n(So - To) = 0. Since L is strictly positive we get To = So. Hence each 
component of T is a as-component. Now assume that L and M are Dedekind 
complete Riesz spaces with 1 (M;) = (0). Let {e,} and { cp,} be maximal 
disjoint systems in L and M; respectively. The order projection in L onto the 
band B, generated by e, is denoted by P, and by Q, we denote the order 
projection in M onto the carrier C, of qtr. For any 01 TE Yn(L,M) we have 
QaTP, I Q,,TP,, whenever (a; T) #(a’, r’), and T= supG5 Q,TP,. It is not diffi- 
cult to see that, in order to prove that each component of Tis a os-component, 
it is sufficient to show that for all cx, r each component of Q,TP, is a as- 
component. For this purpose we may consider QaTPr as an operator from B, 
into C,. Since e, is a weak order unit in B, and pPa is strictly positive on C,, the 
result now follows from the special case considered above. We thus have proved 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let L and A4 be Dedekind complete Riesz spaces with 
‘(M;)=(O). Then ~;T=~~1Wfora,rOITE6L7,(L,M). 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall use Theorem 3.10 to obtain some results for positive 
operators on Banach lattices. Throughout this section L and M will denote 
Banach lattices with norms el and e2 respectively. Since any order bounded 
linear operator from L into M is norm bounded (see e.g. [12], Chapter II, 
Theorem 5.3) we can define 11 TJI,= 11 )T( 11 for all TE Yb(L,M) (where 11. II 
denotes the usual operator norm), and 1) Tllr is called the r-norm of T. With 
respect to the r-norm Yb(L,M) is a Banach lattice ([12], Chapter IV, Propo- 
sition 1.4). Note that )I TII I 1) TIJ, for all TE &(L,M). 
For any 01 TE Yb(L,M) we denote by AT the closure with respect to the 
r-norm of the set of all operators of the form I;= 1 aiQiTPi with Pie g(L), 
QiE B(M) and a;~ IR (i= 1, . . . . n). If we denote by (T)- the closure in the 
r-norm of the set of all operators of the form I?= i RiTS; with SiE Yb(L) and 
Rie Yj(M) (i= 1, . . . . n), then it is clear that ATc (T)- . As usuai, IT denotes the 
order ideal generated by Tin Yb(L,M). 
We say that the operator TE Yb(L,M) has order continuous norm if it 
follows from (TI Z&JO in .9&(L,M) that IIS,lllr10 (i.e., IIS,IIlO). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Banach lattices such that 
l(M,,*) = (0). If 0 I TE Yb(L,h4) with order continuous norm, then it follows 
from OlSlTin Yj(L,M) that S~A~(andhenceZ~CA~C(T)-). 
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PROOF. Clearly AT contains all elementary components of T. Since, by 
Lemma 2.3 any simple component of T can be written as a finite sum of 
elementary components, it follows that AT contains all simple components of 
T, i.e., d&AT. If R is a o-component of T, then there exist simple components 
R, (n = 1,2,. ..) such that R,fR. Since T has order continuous norm, it follows 
from TrR-R,lO that iR-R,[,10. Hence RCA,. 
We thus have shown that &'CAT. Now take R E J$‘, so there exist 
R,E &’ (ae {a}) such that R,LR. Then TzR,-RJO implies that 
IIR,-R],lO.HenceR~Ar,andso~~$“~cA r. In the same way it is shown that 
&“lt CAT, and hence, by Theorem 3.10, ST&AT. 
Now suppose that 05s~ T in Yj(L,M). By Freudenthal’s spectral theorem 
there exists a sequence {S, : n = 1,2, . ..} in Yb(L,M) such that S,?S and each S,, 
is of the form Cf= I ai Ti, where Ti is a component of T and 0 I air 1 
(i= 1, . . . . n). It follows from the above that S, E AT (n = 1,2, . ..). Furthermore, 
TIS- $10 implies that ]S-S, I[,@ therefore SEAR. 
REMARK 4.2. We note that in the situation of the above theorem AT is in fact 
an order ideal in Y@,M). Indeed, first observe that if &E g(L), QiE g’(M) 
and aiE ll? (i= 1, . . . . n), then it follows from 
I iiI aiQiTpiI I( ii, laiI)T 
that C := 1 oiQi TPi has order continuous norm. Since the set of all operators in 
Yj(L,M) which have order continuous norms is closed with respect to the 
r-norm (see [8], section 24), this implies that all operators in AT have order 
continuous norms. Now suppose that 0 5 R I S in Yb(L, M) and that SE AT. As 
observed above, S has order continuous norm, so we may apply Theorem 4.1 
and we conclude that R E As. It is easy to see that SE AT implies that A, cAT, 
hence R E AT. In order to show that Aris an order ideal it remains to prove that 
SEA= implies ISI EA r. First note that if PiE 9(L), QiE 9(M) and aiE R 
(i= 1, . . ..n). then 
I ii, aiQiTpiI 5 iil IaiIQiTPiEAT 
and SO ) C F= i aiQi TPi I E AT. NOW it follows from 
II I ,g, aiQiTpil- ISI Wrl R iF, aiQiTpi-s!r 
that SE AT implies IS I E AT. Hence AT is an order ideal. 
If the norms @: and & are both order continuous in L* and M respectively, 
then there exists a useful characterization of operators with order continuous 
norm. Indeed, in this situation the operator 01 TE Yb(L,M) has order 
continuous norm if and only if T is semicompact, i.e., for each E > 0 there exists 
OZGW~EM such that .gz{(Tu-wo)+}<~ for all OsueL with ei(~)~l. This 
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result follows from a combination of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in [5]. For the sake 
of convenience we shall present below a proof of the implication which we will 
use. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. ([5], Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). If the norms ,o: and e2 are 
both order continuous, then any semi-compact operator 0 5 TE 2$(L,M) has 
order continuous norm. 
PROOF. (due to D.H. Fremlin). Suppose that TrS,iO in Pb(L,M) and let 
E >O be given. It follows from the hypothesis that there exists 0 I w. E M such 
that &((Tu-wo)+}<e for all O~UEL with er(u)sl. Since & is order 
continuous, there exists 01 !Pog M * such that (Y- Yo)+(wo)<~ for all 
0 5 YE M * with QZ*< Y) I 1 (this follows e.g. from [ 11, Theorem 21.7, by taking 
A={gEM: Igllw,) and B={YYEM*:QT(Y)I~} in this theorem; it is 
Corollary 2.8 in [5]). The order continuity of e2 implies that Y. is order 
continuous, therefore it follows from S,lO that S,tY,lO in L*. Hence 
&‘(S,‘Yo)lO, since Q: is order continuous, and so there exists cq such that 
~f(S,*‘u,)<e for all azoo. For all O~UEL with e,(u)11 and all O<YYEM* 
with Q$(Y)I 1 we then have for a~ cq, that 
01 Y(Su)= Y{(S,u- wo)‘} +(Y- YcJ+(s&/\w())+(YAYcJ(s,#Aw) 
I Y{(Tu- wo)+} +(Y- Yo)+(wo)+ Yo(S,u)<3e. 
Hence 11 S, IIs3c. This shows that II S, [IlO. 
Combining the above result with Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Banach lattices with L* 
and M having order continuous norms. If 0 I TE &(L, M) is a semi-compact 
operator and 0 I S 5 T in yb(L, M), then SE AT. 
PROOF. Observe that the order continuity of & implies that M *= M,+, so 
l(M,*) = (0). 
Denoting the unit balls in L and M by BL and B,+, respectively, it is easy to 
see that an operator 0 I TE 9b(L, M) is semi-compact if and only if for any 
c>O there exists 0 I wo E M such that T(BL) c [ - wo, wo] + EBB (where 
[ - wo, wO] = {g EM : - w. I g I wo}). This implies in particular that any positive 
compact operator is semi-compact. We obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.5 * Let L and M be Dedekind complete Banach lattices with L * 
and M having order continuous norms. If 01 TE yb(L, M) is compact and 
0 I S I T in yb(L, M), then S E AT. This implies in particular that S is compact. 
l Similar results have independently been obtained by W. Haid using completely different methods 
(Semesterbericht Funktionalanalysis Tiibingen, Wintersemester 1981/1982). 
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PROOF. The set of all compact operators is closed with respect to the operator 
norm. This implies that all operators in Arare compact whenever Tis compact. 
REMARK 4.6. (i) In [5], Theorem 4.5, it is proved by P.G. Dodds and D.H. 
Fremlin that if L and A4 are Banach lattices with L* and M having order 
continuous norms and if OS TE Yb(L,M) is compact then it follows from 
0 IS I Tin Yj(L, M) that S is likewise compact. As observed above, in the case 
that L is in addition Dedekind complete this result follows immediately from 
Corollary 4.5. However, the result of Dodds and Fremlin can be obtained using 
Theorem 4.1 as follows. Consider the adjoints OSS*S T * in Yb(M*, L*). It is 
an easy exercise to prove that T * has order continuous norm in Yb(M*, L *) 
(same proof as Proposition 4.3). Now it follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
S*EAp, so S* is compact and hence S is compact. It should be noted, 
however, that in this more general situation one cannot expect that SEAT, since 
it is possible that B(L) = (0, I}. We do not know whether SE (T)- holds in this 
case. 
(ii) It is observed by H. Leinfelder [6] that for the case that L and Mare 
both Banach lattices of the type U(V) (1 <p< 00) the result of the above 
corollary is essentially proved by L.D. Pitt in [ 111. 
As another application of Theorem 4.4 we shall prove a ‘Dodds-Fremlin 
result’ for Dunford-Pettis operators. The existence of such a result was posed as 
a problem by C.D. Aliprantis and 0. Burkinshaw in [3]. We recall that an 
operator T from L into M is called a Dunford-Pettis operator if T carries 
weakly convergent sequences onto norm convergent sequences. If L * has order 
continuous norm then any positive Dunford-Pettis operator from L into M is 
semi-compact. This fact is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 2.7 in 
[3], as observed also by P. van Eldik in [4], Theorem 3.1. For the sake of con- 
venience we present a proof of this result. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If L and A4 are Banach lattices such that L* has order 
continuous norm, then any positive Dunford-Pettis operator from L into M is 
semi-compact. 
PROOF. We denote by BL and BM the unit balls in L and M respectively. Let 
dr;, : n = 1,2, . . .} be a disjoint sequence in BL and take 0 I Q, EL *. Put, for a 
moment, A=BL and B=[-yl,q]CL *. Since the norm in L* is order con- 
tinuous, any disjoint sequence in B is norm convergent to 0. Now it follows 
from [l], Theorem 21.7, that q( If, I)+0 as n +oo. Hence, any disjoint sequence 
in BL converges weakly to 0 (this follows also from [5], Corollary 2.9). Since T 
is a Dunford-Pettis operator we obtain that ez( TI f, I)+0 (n+oo) for any 
disjoint sequence df, : n = 1,2, . . . } in BL . We use again [l], Theorem 21.7, but 
now with A = BL and B is the solid hull of T *(B;) in L + (where B,$ denotes the 
unit ball in M *). We may conclude therefore that, given E > 0, there exists 
O<V,EL such that &{T(u-@+}<E, and hence &{(Tu-Tu,-,)‘}<O for all 
0 I u E BL. This shows that T is semi-compact. 
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Now we apply Theorem 4.4 to obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let L and M be Dedekind complete Banach lattices with L * 
and M having order continuous norms. If 0 I TE Yb(L,M) is a Dunford-Pettis 
operator and 0 I SI Tin &(L, M), then SE AT. In particular this implies that S 
is a Dunford-Pettis operator. 
PROOF. We only have to show the last assertion. Observe that if Tis Dunford- 
Pettis and if CJE yb(M) and YE 5$(L), then UTV is likewise Dunford-Pettis. 
Furthermore, the set of all Dunford-Pettis operators is closed with respect to 
the operator norm. Hence, if 01 TE Yj(L,M) is a Dunford-Pettis operator, 
then all operators in AT are Dunford-Pettis. 
Finally we consider S3 for an operator S which is majorized by a compact 
operator. In [2], Aliprantis and Burkinshaw have proved that if L is a Banach 
lattice and if 0 I TE Yb(L) is compact, then it follows from 05s~ T in Yb(L) 
that S3 is compact. We shall show that S3 E (T)) holds under certain additional 
assumptions. For this purpose we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.9. (cf. [13], Lemma 2.2). Let L be a Banach lattice and 0 I TE &p,(L) 
a compact operator. If S,,lO in =F$(L), then 11 TS,, TII LO. 
PROOF. We denote the norm in L by e and the unit ball by BL . Since T is order 
continuous and compact, it follows from u,lO in L that ,q(Tu,)lO. For any 
0 5 u E BL we have S, TulO, hence Q( TS, Tu) 10. This implies that Q( TS, w) 10 for 
all 01 w E T(BL), where T(BL) denotes the closure of T(BL) in the norm 
topology. Since T(BL) is compact we may apply Dini’s theorem, and we get 
&TS,, w) 10 uniformly for all 0 I w E T(BL). Hence 11 TS, TII 10. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let L be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with 
‘(L,*) = (01, and let 01 TE Ip,(L) be compact. Then 05s~~ T in 5$(L) implies 
that S3 E (T)- . It follows in particular that S3 is compact. 
PROOF. Clearly, (T)- contains all simple components of T. Now let R be a o- 
component of T, so there exist simple components R, (n = 1,2, . ..) such that 
R,fR. From Or SRS - SR,SI T(R - R,)T and from R - R,,lO it follows by the 
above lemma, that IISRS- SR,SII 10. Since SR,SE (7)- for all n, we obtain 
that SRS E (T)- . Similarly it is proved that SRS E (T)- for all ad-components R 
of T. Hence, by Theorem 3.11, SRSE (T)- for all components R of T. 
Now assume that 0 I SI Tin 5$,(L). By Freudenthal’s spectral theorem there 
exists a sequence S,, (n = 1,2, . . .) in &(L) such that 0 I S,tS and each S, is of the 
form Cf=i oiTi where Ti is a component of T and Osoisl (i=l,...,n). It 
follows from the above that SS,,SE (7)- for all n. Furthermore, S-S,10 
implies that II S3 - S&S 1110. Hence S3 E (T)- . 
REMARK 4.11. The above mentioned result of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw can 
be deduced from the above theorem. Indeed, suppose that L is a Banach lattice, 
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01s~ Tin Yb(L) and T is compact. Now consider the adjoints O<S*I T* in 
Y&C. *) and observe that T * and L * satisfy the conditions of the above theorem. 
Hence (S*)3 E (T *)- , so (S*)3 is compact. Since (S*)3 = (S3)*, this implies that 
S3 is compact. 
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